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ABSTRACT
Two separate approaches have been pursued to model manufacturing systems: a periodic process-oriented
planning view and a discrete event-based operational view. It is desired to integrate both approaches. To
meet this requirement, this paper presents formal descriptive models for a manufacturing supply chain
system which can be assembled to unite heterogeneous system views. These models can be used to coordinate complex hierarchical manufacturing systems. The formal description of a system model consists of:
(1) a Discrete Event System (DES)-based operational model of the physical system processes for system
flows, (2) a periodic review-based planning model for decision-making processes for system coordination,
and (3) an interaction and a temporal model for enabling the communication between the two above models. The model presented in this paper can be used to implement more realistic and seamless manufacturing system control mechanisms with consideration of logical planning and physical operational aspects at
the same time.
1

INTRODUCTION

For large and complex Systems of Systems (SoS), autonomous and distributed sub-systems should be
properly represented using suitable modeling methodologies. As the size and complexity of problem domains increases, a variety of system aspects need to be considered in a way that models can be extended
in accordance with the problem size and accommodate various viewpoints of a problem with respect to
how to architect, model, and execute software applications. Accordingly, two key challenging questions
have emerged: (1) How can proper definitions and specifications be developed for the target problems to
provide consistent software architectural synthesis among different participants? and (2) How can efficient and seamless integration and coordination mechanisms be developed in the descriptive model?
In order to represent physical and logical manufacturing systems and an appropriate coordination
framework, we provide a set of formal models to describe system entities, their relationships, behaviors,
interactions, and coordination rules in multiple abstract levels. This formal model serves as a linkage between different abstractions of manufacturing system models, i.e., a federation of ERP (transactional
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planning decision) systems and multi-level manufacturing (operational) simulation models. As recent
manufacturing systems increasingly require subtle coordination of sub-systems with different abstract
levels, a systematic formal model for accommodating different modeling views becomes more important.
To illustrate the formal model presented in this paper, control of a manufacturing supply chain system is considered. The coordination of a SoS is also addressed in a supply chain context. Simulation is
employed to model a DES-based operational view of supply chain components. In order to consider a periodic planning aspect in coordinating the federation, Supply Chain Operation Reference (SCOR) and an
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system are used to represent planning components.
Structured formal methods are appropriate for use in software development and offer broad notations
that can be understood by non-specialists or third party sub-contractors. Structural software development
has produced notable research results (Zeigler, Praehofer, and Kim 2000; Smith, Joshi, and Qiu 2003;
Shin, Wysk, and Rothrock 2006) for scalable system modularity and component coupling for modeling
and reusable simulation layers, that can be used for the execution portion of shop floor control. In spite of
significant advances in formal models of simulation, it is still in need to develop a model that can take
process-oriented and DES-based views into account at the same time.
To meet this need, this research 1) structures system parallelism for both transactional (planning
model) and DES-based (operational model) approaches, 2) produces a set of notations for the semantic
library for a SoS, and 3) defines a set of operators which can be directly compiled into a coordination system. The descriptive models discussed in this paper provide basis for a hierarchical coordination framework for a distributed software federation consisting of a set of simulation models and transaction managers. The paper is organized as follows. A set of key functional requirements for system configuration and
the scope of the manufacturing supply chain simulation are introduced in section 2. In section 3, two different system viewpoints related to process-oriented and event-based approaches are discussed. Section 4
presents the structural modeling formalism for the system components and the behavioral modeling formalism consisting of planning, operational, temporal and interaction models. Lastly, research summary
and possible future direction of the research are discussed in section 5.
2

THE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND SCOPE FOR THE CONFIGURATION OF
PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL SYSTEMS

The fundamental issue in developing a manufacturing supply chain system is to identify key elements and
their complex relationships in the functional areas such as a marketing/sales department, planning functions, and a manufacturing shop floor. In a supply chain system, several different system entities must be
considered such as spatial distributed organizations, hierarchical processes, and multiple model layer
dealing with heterogeneous system objects with consideration of the structure of parts and processes.
The system entities have two very important characteristics: states and behavior. For example, parts
can take states of "packaged@MP" or "assembled@MP" as a result of a process at a resource of a Material Processor (MP). Likewise, a few examples regarding states of transactions or orders can be "order received from SD", "order denied to SD" as a result of behavior at functional unit of a sales department
(SD). Behaviors associated with parts can be "delivering", "ordering", or "manufacturing". "Quote receiving", or "sending receipt" can be behaviors related with orders.
Like the modeling approach used for the Message-based Part State Graph (MPSG) (Shin, Wysk, and
Rothrock 2006; Smith, Joshi, and Qiu 2003; Son et al. 2002), the physical system in this research also
adopts a part focused view which models the transitions of the material movements in a supply chain environment using hierarchical Mealy machine. Based on the aggregation level of the system objects, the
graph can be represented as various viewpoints of the system entities and resources (either physical or virtual), e.g., a part, a batch, an order as shown in Figure 1. For example, a part-state graph of a part is usually constructed at the lowest level of the resource granularity which is associated with a physical machine
or a material handler. In addition, a batch-state graph of parts can be constructed at the next high level of
the resource granularity, e.g., organization’s functional units.
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A state-graph is composed of a set of vertices and a set of edges such that G = <V, E>. A vertex
vk V , denoted by an integer, represents a part or batch position in the graph and an edge ej  E is a resource’s physical operation associated with the part or batch. The vertices in a graph can be aggregated
into a small number of vertices in which case an edge connecting aggregated vertices represents an interaction between functional units within an organization such as a procurement department, a manufacturing facility, a sales department, etc.

Figure 1: Relationship between the resource granularities and object state hierarchy for different state
viewpoints and aggregations
The logical planning system for transaction managers such as Material Requirements Planning (MRP)
or Master Production scheduling (MPS) is also represented by a graph-based view. States of a planning
unit are determined by results of a business process within or between functional units concerning transactions or orders which are described by edges. For example, it decides how many parts should be released into a shop and whether the payment for an order is confirmed. While the part-state execution
model controls operations in a single resource, a logical model such as Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system is the decision maker for an organization or task generation for physical operation systems.
It governs states of functional units by allocating and coordinating tasks into each functional unit as
shown in Figure 1.
Because of the interdependences among physical manufacturing operations and logical planning systems which can be different in abstract levels and time progress, and output of a system can be input to
the other, it is necessary for the model to include: 1) time management for the simulation federation, 2)
data management for the transaction manager federation, 3) an extended structural set for the system formalism, 4) model reduction or aggregation of multi-fidelity object levels, and 5) the mapping scheme for
system states, transitions, and data transformation.
In addition to inherent characteristics of a manufacturing supply chain system from a SoS perspective,
another key requirements for domain modeling should include: 1) the simulation objectives and scope, 2)
system-related environs and simulation study hypothesis, 3) supply chain constituent sub-systems of in-
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terest, and 4) focused system-wide variables. For the manufacturing supply chain system in this paper, the
following requirements for each category can be identified and summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Key requirements and scopes identified from the general problem domain analysis
Requirement aspects
from the general
analysis
The system software
modeling
objectives
and scopes

Key requirements and the scope of the problem domain





The simulation study
hypothesis



Scope of the example
Problem domain




Decision making levels
with respect to planning processes
The key decision variables




System
uncertainties
concerned





Non-anticipatory behaviors of the states to
be considered

3








In order to produce and deliver finished products to end customers in the most cost effective and timely
manner (a typical example of the SC business process scenario)
Evaluation of behavior in physical supply chain execution by SCOR level 1 plans and their policies for the
entire federation (level 1: Mid-term)
Evaluation of the each supply chain SCOR level 2 plans for functional processes and their policies in each
federate (level 2: Short-term)
MRP/ERP type planning systems are used to coordinate and synchronize various interactions and flows between highly complex variable manufacturing supply chain systems. These same MRP/ERP software models can also serve to coordinate and synchronize complex highly variable simulation models of these same
systems as decision models.
Spatial value chain: Three generic aggregated stages (Suppliers – Manufacturers – Customers)
Horizontal coordinated linkages
- External chain: generic buyer – supplier relationship
- Internal chain: relationship between functional units (i.e., purchasing/sourcing, production, and
sales/delivering) and different control stages (i.e., by order decoupling points)
Hierarchical fidelity/decision making level covered: 2 Levels
Tactical: Master plan – Resource plan,/Mater Production Schedule (MPS) – Rough Cut Capacity Requirement Plan (RCCP)
Operational: Material Requirements Plan (MRP) – Capacity Requirement Plan (CRP)
Inventory levels or order quantities for each federates (for each planning level) ( I r , T
i

n

, x r ,  T , y r , T
i

n

i

n

)

Start and end time (date) (for scheduling level) ( Sti )
The size of the efficient time buckets ( Ti )
Delay time for each process (sojourned time



at each state)

~

Demand variability ( d Ti )
State variables observed directly from the aggregate resource or process states that violate the predefined set
of cost constraints and policies
Sojourned time of the given processes that violated the time constraints in the given time bucket

DISCRETE PROCESS ORIENTED SUPPLY CHAIN MODELING AND SIMULATION

Consider a demand-driven sequential manufacturing supply chain system with three stages (suppliers(S) –
manufacturer(M) – customers(C) (Roder and Tibken 2006; Rabelo et al. 2007)). Various instances of this
sequential chain based on a generic supplier-buyer relationship can be identified as shown in Figure 2. In
most cases, a system can be constructed by combining the general structures represented by simple linear
or fork/join relationships between stages through functional linkages. It is noted that functional units
within a supply chain organization are similar to each other using the general SCOR configuration (SCC
2011).
In process-oriented simulation models, the system can be represented by block diagrams, or system
networks, through which entities flow to mimic real system objects. Meanwhile, in event-driven models,
the system can be represented by event graphs, which focus on the abstraction of the event rather than on
observable physical entities (Sturrock and Pegden 2011). In this research, a simulation environment is
proposed to integrate both approaches: (1) Periodic process simulation using the time bucket-based simu-
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lation time advancing scheme for process-oriented (controlled by a transaction manager) and (2) discrete
event simulation integration (executed by both state and time events).

(1) Various process instances for the generic supplier-buyer

(2) Event graph representations

Figure 2: Various instances of the example manufacturing systems and a simple event graph representation for a process and event in a simulation and ERP model
Processes and activities are invoked by a triggered event, and they are usually executed according to
event scheduling procedures. Event procedures update the state of the system, schedule other events,
and/or cancel events. In general, events in a supply chain organization can come from the following three
sources: (1) events related to task status, such as the end of a task or the beginning of a task; (2) events
generated by a task, e.g., an event such as “stock partially available” or “out of stock” is the result of the
“check availability” task; and, (3) exogenous events which may arrive from other supply chain partners or
from the external environment, e.g., new order arrival, inbound shipment delay, import policy change and
so on (Liu, Kumar, and Aalst 2007).
The process-oriented and event-driven approaches are closely related to the two principal time increment methods such as the fixed t and variable t for simulation execution. This research uses the time
buckets that are determined by the transaction manager and forces a federation of simulation models to
advance their simulation clocks based on the fixed t. The variable t refers to the simulation time advances with respect to the “state event” whereas the fixed t is associated with the simulation time advances with respect to the “fixed time event”.
For variable t, all distributed federates update their state at different points by the variable t since
time increments in a simulation depend on the time of the next event. On the contrary, if a fixed t method is used in the system, it is consented that all models update their states at a fixed time increment. We
only focus on the latter method and propose the mechanism to handle the exogenous state/time events
within a fixed t so that all the federates reconcile their system states at the same rate according to the
common time bucket.
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4

THE FORMALISM OF MANUFACTURING SUPPLY CHAIN SYSTEMS OF SYSTEMS

A simulation model is composed of a set of objects, their behavior and relationships. For example, in a
supply chain, the main objects include a set of products, resources and subsequent processes. Those objects mapped into various system states can be evaluated using an analysis of process capability. States of
each object are characterized by a set of attributes with either fixed or dynamically changing values. The
entire system can be formally represented as modularized components of time and resource/process constrained automata comprised of a location/process and an assignment of values to state variables.
4.1

Structural Modeling Formalism for the SoS Components
Definition 1 A SoS federation of supply chain network SoSSCN is defined as follows;

SoSSCN   sF , Role, F , Coord  , if the entire SCN is centrally coordinated by a master SC planner
SoSSCN   sF , Role, F  , if there is no central coordinator, where
 sF is a set of manufacturing supply chain federates such that
sF = sF k | k = a supply chain stage, 1, 2, 3, ..., K  where


sF k 
-

sFojk[ r ] | o  1,..., O; j=1,...,J; r=,1,...,R

where

o : A distinct organization (root federate) in a SC federation,

(e.g., sF12J [1]

j : The system granularity level of the SC federation,
[r]: the rth sub federate (component) within a parent federate
r=: a virtual root federate (e.g., a manufacturer containing physical sub facilities)
1 r R: a physical federate (e.g., facilities or shops within a federates)
can be a machine (atomic resource) in a manufacturer federate at the SC stage 2 with the

lowest atomic level j)


role : sF  configuration role type = {Supplier D type, Supplier SD type, Supplier SMD type,
Manufacturer SMD type,......}

(e.g., role (sFojk [ r ] )  Assembler SMD )


F  FuvM , FuvI is FuvM and FuvI represent material and information flow from federate set u to a

federate set v, respectively.
 Coord is a coordination function that manages interrelations among manufacturing supply chain
federates which can be defined depending on whether simulation schemes are centralized or
distributed. It is defined as Coord  Z Coord ,  Coord  . It is identical to the root interaction model
IM 0 which is in the root level of the system hierarchy.
Definition 2 A manufacturing supply chain federate for a SoS model sF is defined as follows;
sF   Z , z0 , z A ,  ,  , A, P,  , BM> , Where

 The non-empty finite state set Z consists of  -dimensional vectors z T . The components
z [ l ] , l=1,2,3,... , z are in one-to-one correspondence with the models in the federate at a specific time t and they indicate the number of process instances executing the corresponding stage in
the considered non-empty finite set of states and z0  Z and z A  Z are an initial state of and a

set of accepting states, respectively;
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  is a set of events which includes a set of input, output, and internal events such that
0
         0 ,  0   0PM   OM
  0IM ;

  : Z    Z is a state transition function;
 A is a set of actions (releasing, reporting, translating, etc.) that a federate can perform;
 P is the finite set of physical preconditions for actions each of which element is in the form of
  P for   A a corresponding   P exists, where  is a function that returns either true
or false;
  : Z    A is a federate action transition function;

 BM  PM , OM , IM , TM ,  BM ,  BM ,  BM  is a set of behavioral model consisting of a planning,
an operational, and an interaction model each of which will be defined later.
Definition 3 A material and information flow which is denoted by F is defined as follows;
FuvM  f uvM | u  U and v  V for u, v  sF
M
I
F  Fuv , Fuv ,
FuvI  f uvI | u  U and v V for u, v  sF








The flow can be implemented via a series of messages. The message set assigns a unique identifier to
each of these matched external event pairs. Basically, each message corresponds to flow of an entity from
the source federate to the destination federate. Therefore, each message should carry the necessary information regarding the attributes of the entity and its timing information (e.g., processes in the source and
destination, Qty, Part ID, end virtual time in the time bucket). Hence, we define a message set for the
foo '
 o' j[ r ] }
flows in a federation as: M  {moo ' | f oo ' if o  o'  F such that  oj [ r ] 
coord
Definition 4 The supply chain aggregate object entity set oE e is defined as: oE  {oE , oE , oE }
e

1

2

1

2

3

3

where oE is a set of parts (batch); oE is a set of orders for a pull type entity; oE is a set of demand for
a push type entity. These entities can behave like a dumb token to carry attributes or transaction and act
like an agent to represent intelligent behavior or a state at the system snapshot. It is also defined as
valuate
invoke
oE1 
V and oE 1 
 FuvM .
Definition 5 At any instant of time, a state of a federate is given by Z  z T , vT , t  , where z T ∈ Z

is a vector of admissible processes and locations in each model, v T is a vector of the valuation of its real
variables, and t is the current time. A state Z  z T , vT , t  is admissible if invariant z t [v t ] holds. A state
of a planning model can be also represented by Z PM  z PM , v PM , t  ; where z PM = sP̂c j @ lRojn [ r ] where

sP̂c j is an instantiated process components in the SCOR standard vocabulary.
Definition 6 Stocking resources and functional units are the physical (operation model) and logical
(planning model) locations that the process occupies or process behaves. Rojn [ r ]  pRojn [ r ] , lRojn [ r ]  Where

pRojn [ r ] is a physical part stocking location and lRojn [ r ] is a logical part related business functional unit.
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4.2

Behavioral Modeling Formalism for the Supply Chain SoS

A behavioral model focuses on the control of entities in a system. For this research, a behavioral model
provides an integrated view of the different system abstractions or views such as discrete event
based/aggregate process-oriented and discrete control/time based control.
4.2.1 A Planning Model (PM) for the Federation of Transaction Managers

The planning model is responsible for perceiving, organizing, and managing the business logics in business transaction processes. Planning processes balance an aggregated demand across a consistent planning horizon at regular periods, e.g., monthly, weekly, and daily, with respect to the planning hierarchy
level. Business logic (a collection of business rules) produces a prescriptive directive for the way business
experts want to evaluate facts in order to arrive at a conclusion where the conclusion has both value to the
business meaning and value to the business. It must have accurate dynamic data reflecting the current
states of the system that are grounded in the operational model (simulation model) in order to generate
appropriate planning or control decision policies as outputs for the future (to-be) state of the system. This
has become core software used by companies to coordinate various facets of information reported by the
execution in every area of the business processes. Eventually, the ERP transaction manager behaves as
the process simulation does using the business logic and serves as a controller.
4.2.2 An Operational Model (OM) for the Federation of Hierarchical Distributed Simulation

The operational model represents a realistic structure of physical system resources and material transformation/handling processes related to convert raw material to an end product. The dynamics for state
changes depend on information from controls/decision policies for model execution by the planning model and any communication scheme by the interaction model. It corresponds to execution processes in the
SCOR framework that are triggered by planned or actual demand and changes the state of products.
4.2.3 An Interaction Model (IM) for Coordination

The interaction model serves as an interface or commissioner to describe the exchanges of (time stamped)
dynamic system information and command control flows between the operational and the planning models. In order to facilitate effective information exchanges, aggregation/disaggregation calculation or translation/mapping of data between the two models are needed. In the case of executing federations of distributed simulation and transaction managers, synchronization of the simulation clocks and database
transactions in each federate and coordination schemes using rule-based preconditions in an interaction
model are also important.
4.2.4 A Temporal Model (TM) for the Time Advancing and State Variables

A temporal model can be created using the properties of a hybrid finite automata enhanced with a clock
and state variables which can be queried on states in each model and then reset on transitions. To ensure
decidability of the problem, the conditions on clocks and other state variables are usually restricted. Using
the temporal model, we can add a set of temporal properties to the finite discrete event models such as
PM, OM, and IM. This temporal model can be described as a constraint system where the constraints
represent the possible flows, invariants, and transitions for process/resource capability analysis. The definitions for the behavioral, planning, operational, interaction and temporal models and the key system variables used for the planning and operational models are shown in Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4, respectively.
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Table 2: Formal definitions for the behavioral, planning and operational models
A Behavioral Model
Definition 7 A behavioral model for a manufacturing supply chain federate, denoted by

 BM  PM , OM , IM , TM ,  BM ,  BM ,  BM 
TM

  BM : 2Z  Z OM is a function that maps a set of states within a temporal model to a state within an OM .
TM
  BM : 2Z  Z PM is a function that maps a set of states within a temporal model to a state within a PM.
BM
OM
PM
OM
PM
IM
  : ( Z  Z )  (   )  Z

Z IM  TM  Z TM

 z ', if z  Z OM , a  OM , z '  Z IM 

PM
PM
IM 
 if z  Z , a   , z '  Z 
 if z  Z IM , a  OM , z '  Z OM 


 BM ( z, a)  

IM
PM
PM
 if z  Z , a   , z '  Z 
 if z  Z IM , a  TM , z '  Z TM 


undefined , Otherwise


A Planning Model

An Operational Model

Definition 8 A planning model for a manufacturing supply chain federate of the level j, denoted by ( PM ( sF j ))

Definition 9 An operational model for a manufacturing
supply chain federate of the level j, denoted by
(OM (sF j )) is defined as:

is defined as:





PM sFj   PM , Z PM , z0PM , zaPM ,  PM , P PM ,  release ,
releasing ,  PM 



PM

is a set of planning model events that are received and sent from/to an operation model through an
interaction model of sFj such that
PM
interaction
=  PM
  PM
+
-

PM
PM
 Z PM  Z General
(  Z 0PM )  Z Interaction
 PM is a set of planning model states each of which is

described in a form of resource states;

  releasing : Z PM   PM  Releasing is a action transi-



O M sF j

2
  PM : Z PM
j

Z OM
j

is a function that maps a set of

states within a operation model to a state within a
planning model of the same federate sFj ;

  PM : Z PM   PM  Z PM is a transition mapping
function
 PM (Sales _ forecasting @Sales, Notify forecast)



 PM ( Aggregate _ Planning @Headquater, Notify agg. plan)



 (MRP@ procurement, releas production order)
PM

OM

, Z O M , z 0O M , z aO M ,  O M , P O M ,  rep ort ,

R ep ortn g ,  O M ,  O M 

 OM is a set of operation model events that are received and sent from/to a planning model of sFj
through
its
interaction
OM
OM
OM




interaction



model

such

that

 Z OM is a set of operation model states each of which

is described with a part location within a federate and
its step of processing;
OM
 Z OM  Z 0OM  Z Interaction

Z

A

tion mapping function that outputs a “releasing” action
to generate a message with parameters in the form of
flow (F) after arriving at an accepting state of the
PM;

  

OM
interaction

 {Sourcing_authorize @resource1,

making_release @resource2, delivering_invoice @resource3, ....}

  report :

Z OM
 OM  Reporting is a action transition
A

mapping function that outputs an action in the “Report” set to generate a message in the form of flow
( F ) after arriving at an accepting state;

  OM : 2

Z OM
j

 Z OM
j 1 is a function that maps a set of

states within a operation model to a state within a operation model of a parent federate sFj 1 ;

 0

OM

 {Request Payment (S), Release Product (M),

Authorize Payment (D), .....}

M
 Ointeraction
={ Soucing C om plete, M aking C om plete,

 D elivering C om plete, Soucing Start, M aking Start,
D elivering Start, ....}

  OM : Z OM  {0,1}  if 0=Zit

OM

if 1=Z

OM
mt

 is a function that maps



OM states into a set of material transformation states
or a set of information transaction states;
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Table 3: Definitions for the variables used in a planning model and operational model
An Interaction Model

A Temporal Model

Definition 10 An interaction model for a manufacturing
supply chain federate is defined as:

Definition 11 An temporal model for a manufacturing
supply chain federate is defined as:

IM ( sFojk[ r ] )  Z IM , z0IM , z AIM ,  IM , P IM ,  translate ,

TM ( sFojk[ r ] )  V , Z TM , TM ,  ', Ti , Bv , C Ti , 

Translating ,  BM 

 V  {v1 , v2 ,...vn } is a finite set of n variables that



models the observed continuous or discrete dynamics of
the automaton with respect to time and state variables.
    d | d  1, 2 ,..., D is a valuation set of real

IM

is a set of interaction model events that are received and sent from/to a planning model of sFj that


 OM
interaction    

Z

IM

is a set of operation model states each of which is
described in a form of a part-related state;

Z IM  {incoming, outgoing}

  translate : Z OM  OM  Translating is a action
A

transition mapping function that outputs a “translating”
action to generate message in the form of flow ( F )
after arriving at an accepting state;
 Translating is a set of executable functions i , which
performs the IM actions specified by corresponding
events or messages.
 Translating  { i | quering, updating, commisionning,
self-correcting, interpreting, messaging}

number that represents time and D is the wall clock time
dimension of TM. This can be used for any real time
simulation.

 '  't | t  1, 2 ,...,T  is a set of primed variables
which represents values at the conclusion of discrete
change. It can be used with a fixed integer unit time increment and this virtual time of each simulation process
is independent from the above real-time. It is simply a
counter, which is incremented as state events occur during simulation in the variable t and as time events occur during simulation in the fixed t .
 Z TM is a set of states of a temporal model in sFj ;

Z TM   ' @ Vclock _ ID

is a set of events such that
 P IM is a finite set of preconditions for an IM actions.  
TM
TM
TM
   TM
    0 ;
It is partitioned so that for i  Translating there is a
Ti
TM
IM
IM
IM
corresponding   P , where  is a function   : Z  C is a function that maps each state to a
i

i

set of conditions corresponding to that state;

that returns either true of false.

TL

T
TL

 translating : F  (  0    ) is an IM execution   : 2  C is a function that maps a event set

function that interprets a information or material flow
to an event generating message; F  

 reverse translating : (  0    )  F is an IM execution function that interprets an event to a information or material flow;



IM

: Z IM  interaction  Z OM  Z PM

 z IM , if a  Z IM 
 PM

PM
 z , if a  Z

IM
IM
  ( z , a)   OM
,
OM 
 z , if a  Z

 z Coord , Otherwise 


IM
Coord
 z ', if z  Z and z '  Z

IM
IM
 (z , f )  
Coord
IM 
and z '  Z 
 if z  Z

i

to a set of conditions corresponding to that event;

 T is a parameter “length of time bucket” given by a

planning model.



C TL : Z TL  '  true, false
Z TL  V  true, false

is a set of constraints

expressing conditions on the values of clocks or integer
variables;

Z TM  {Set Clock, Time Elapsed}
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TM   {Set Clock_ok, Terminate Clock_ok}
TM   {Set Clock, Terminate Clock}
TM 0  { proceding }

z0TM  (ClockID @0.00)
TM
TM
zTM
A  {z0 , zelapsed }
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Table 4: Definitions for the variables used in a planning model and operational model
A Planning Model
j

Definition 12 Planning decision variables ( Vd ) and parameters for the
planning models (input variables for the operational model) include:
n
 x Rojn [ r ] ,  Ti : Quantity of items to be produced with a functional unit Roj[ r ]
k
oj [ r ]

in the federate sF

during a time-bucket

Ti (available at the begin-

ning of the time-bucket )

in the federate sF

during a time-bucket Ti (available at the begin-

ning of the time-bucket )
n
k
 CR n ,T : Capacity of a resource Roj[ r ] in the federate sFoj[ r ] at the beoj [ r ]

i

ginning of a time-bucket

Ti

oj [ r ]

i

n

el of a stock location Roj[ r ] in the
federate sFoj[ r ] at the beginning of
a time-bucket Ti at the level j,
stage k, and organization o
 IoR n ,T : The output inventory
oj [ r ]

i

n

level of a stock location Roj[ r ] in
k

the federate sFoj[ r ] at the begin-

~

n

 Ii Rojn [ r ] , Ti1 : The target input inventory level of a resource Roj[ r ] in the
k

federate sFoj[ r ] for the next time bucket from a transaction manager
~

 Ii Rojn [ r ] , Ti1 : The target output inventory level for the next time bucket
from a transaction manager


j

( Vs ) for operational models
 IiR n , T : The input inventory levk

n
 yRojn [ r ] ,Ti : Quantity of items to be transported from a functional unit Roj[ r ]
k
oj [ r ]

An Operational Model
Definition 14 System state variables

Ti : The predefined time-bucket (duration) for each term i (1 day, 1

week or 1 month) ( i  1, 2, 3, ..., n (n = planning horizon)

ning of a time-bucket Ti
 x R n ,  T : Quantity of items prooj [ r ]

i

duced by a set of Z OM resources
Rojn [ r ] in the federate sFojk[ r ] during a time-bucket Ti (available at
the end of the time-bucket )
 yRn ,Ti : Quantity of items transoj [ r ]

j

Definition 13 Input variables ( Ve ) for the planning model from the stage
~

k+1 to the stage k : d Rojn ,[Kr]1 ,Ti , d Rojk [1r ] ,Ti : The forecast and actual demand
k 1,n

for the resource Roj [ r ]

5

n

ported from a resource Roj[ r ] during a time-bucket Ti (available at
the end of the time-bucket )

SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this paper, we presented a fundamental representation of system objects and their relationship based on
different model layers of simulation, interfaces, and a transaction manager for value chain decisions. In
order to represent system components with descriptive modeling techniques, an architecture consisting of
a federation of distributed simulation models and transaction managers that can act as control execution
mechanism is introduced in this paper.
Additionally, this paper also provided the functional requirements of the problem domain in order to
configure and model virtual and physical system entities for SoS modeling. Based on different viewpoints
of the system states, this research illustrates fundamental system resources and objects and how they can
be related and mapped into the process oriented supply chain models. We show that system coordination
can be achieved by either proactive strategies or mitigation actions through information sharing and exchanges between each functional linkage through federates. The formal representation for the model layers is provided using the modular resource statecharts based on the different viewpoints of system states.
Based on the representation, a set of experiments for multiple manufacturing scenarios will be conducted
in order to show validity of the proposed methodology and system mapping in the subsequent papers.
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